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Autonomous underwater surveillance networks: a task allocation
framework to manage cooperation

Gabriele Ferri, Jeffrey Bates, Pietro Stinco, Alessandra Tesei, Kevin LePage

Abstract— The design of efficient task allocation schemes is
essential to manage autonomous underwater robotic surveil-
lance networks. The network has to assign the most suited
robots to the tasks which compose the mission, in spite of the
unreliable and intermittent underwater communications.
In this paper, we describe a market-based policy for this. It

works in a completely distributed way and, through periodic
auctions, sequentially allocates the robots to the tasks. There
is no central auctioneer and each robot can resolve the
current auction. These features increase the robustness to poor
communications.
The proposed scheme can manage two kinds of tasks, contin-

uous tasks which never terminate and are always available in
the task pool and sporadic ones, created upon the occurrence of
some events and requiring a rapid response of the network. An
Anti-Submarine Warfare scenario is considered to validate the
task allocation scheme. Surveillance of areas of interest are the
addressed continuous tasks, while sporadic tasks are created
whenever a track produced by the tracker on-board a robot is
confirmed as likely related to a target. In this case the team
has to rapidly react to the event and to increase the tracking
performance. Results from non-trivial Matlab simulations are
reported and demonstrate the effectiveness of the allocation
scheme in degraded communications conditions.
Index Terms— Task Allocation, Autonomous Robotic Net-

works, Underwater Surveillance, Autonomous Underwater Ve-
hicle, Anti-Submarine Warfare.

I. INTRODUCTION

Underwater surveillance is the requirement to detect, lo-
calise and classify targets (e.g. divers, manned or unmanned
vehicles) using sensors of different nature [1].
Recent advances in marine robotics have made small and

low-cost AUVs a reality [1]. These novel assets can guaran-
tee the desired monitoring at a fraction of the cost of tradi-
tional approaches, which consist in statically deployed sen-
sors, or in expensive and time-consuming ship (or submarine)
based operations. Today’s AUVs are characterised by lower
communication, sensing and computational capabilities with
respect to traditional assets, but they can be deployed to form
robotics underwater surveillance networks [1], [2]. These
kinds of networks can exploit the synergies that mobile
robots can offer to achieve high mission performance.
The NATO STO-Centre for Maritime Research and Ex-

perimentation (CMRE) has been pursuing this approach [3]–
[5] developing and testing at sea a hybrid Anti-Submarine
Warfare (ASW) network composed of static nodes and
mobile nodes. Static nodes constitute the backbone of ad
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hoc communications infrastructure. Mobile nodes are sur-
face vehicles such as WaveGlider [6] Autonomous Surface
Vehicles (ASVs) which operate as mobile communications
gateways and the Ocean Explorer Class Version C (OEX-C)
Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs). OEX-C AUVs
tow a linear hydrophone array [7] and act as the receivers in
a multi-static active sonar system. One or more active sources
(transmitters) transmit a sonar signal (ping), which once
reflected off some objects can be recorded by the receivers
(see Fig. 1). The robot processes these data to produce con-
tacts (range and bearing) and finally tracks [1]. Mobile robots
can use their mobility to extend the operational area and to
adapt mission objectives to the changing environmental and
tactical conditions. This can increase network adaptability,
mission performance and robustness.
Communications become crucial to manage the network

operations and to improve their effectiveness. Data fusion [8]
between contacts and tracks produced by different robots is
a way to improve target detection and tracking. The robots
use also communication to find an agreement on which tasks
of the ASW mission to execute.
This problem, known as Multi Robot Task Allocation

(MRTA), consists in finding an agreement in the robotic team
on how to assign a certain task to one or to some subset of
the robots to achieve the overall missions goals in an efficient
manner [9], [10]. In its simplest formulation (each task can
be assigned to exactly one robot and one robot cannot be
assigned to more than one task), the MRTA becomes an
instance of the Optimal Assignment Problem (OAP), which
can be solved in a centralised way by using the Hungarian
method [9] or in a distributed fashion by using the auction
algorithm [11]. In general, however, MRTA is not a one-time
assignment and becomes a dynamic decision problem, since
utilities may vary or tasks may be terminated or created. The
static assignment can no longer be considered applicable and
iterative procedures must instead be sought [9], [10], [12].
Changing the relations between utilities, the type of the group
utility function and relaxing the OAP constraints, make the
MRTA more complex leading also to NP-hard problems [10].
Specific reviews on the topic can be found in [9], [10], [13],
[14].
In this paper, we investigate the MRTA problem for a

robotic network similar to the described CMRE system. We
consider the network deployed in a littoral environment for
an ASW surveillance scenario. The scenario is characterised
by the limitations of the underwater acoustic communication
channel. Communications are unreliable, with low range
and low bandwidth [15]. This makes MRTA underwater
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challenging and prevents to adopt centralised policies [13]
(which can in theory compute the optimal allocation).
Several approaches which decentralise the existing classi-

cal approaches have been proposed in the robotics commu-
nity [9], [10], [13]. Usually, they produce sub-optimal solu-
tions, but they can handle poor communications and require
reduced computational power. Among the solutions available
in the literature and of interest to our scenario, behavioural
approaches can provide ad hoc solutions for MRTA, such
as the ALLIANCE architecture solution proposed in [16].
It represents one of the earliest demonstrations of iterated
assignment architectures to MRTA [9]. These approaches
are easy to implement in a team of robots, but generally
do not have a detailed evaluation of the optimality of the
solutions found. Probabilistic frameworks, such as Markov
Decision Process (MDP) or Partially Observable MDP as
those presented in [10], [13] can be used to provide an
optimal control strategy in tightly coupled domains. How-
ever, the main limitation to their use is that they quickly
become intractable even for small problems. Approximation
techniques need to be further investigated for an effective
use of these frameworks in real scenarios [10], [13].
One other family of algorithms is represented by

auction/market-based approaches. These methods are dis-
tributed in nature and are flexible. They can be adapted
to changing conditions also by incorporating some features
of centralised approaches [17]. The underlying philosophy
ofmarket-basedmethods is that of distributing common
resources among the team members taking inspiration from
human market economies where individual pursuit of profit
leads to the redistribution of resources and to an efficient
production of output [18]. In this virtual economy, tasks are
traded as commodities and virtual money acts as currency,
while robots compete to be assigned to a task by participating
in auctions. When the system is correctly designed (i.e.
costs, revenues and auctions mechanisms), each robot acts
to maximize its own profit while, at the same time, moving
towards an increase in the group efficiency [10], [12], [17],
[18].
Most of the research on multi-robot task allocation has

been confined so far to terrestrial or aerial robotics [9]. The
engineering difficulties in deploying teams of vehicles at sea,
make examples of experiments at sea in which multi-robot
coordination is demonstrated rare [19], [20]. Due to these dif-
ficulties, task allocation schemes in underwater multi-robot
systems are usually tested in simulation environments [2],
[21]–[23], in general without the required attention to the
communications perspective.
In this paper, we extend the PADA (Periodic Auctions

Distributed Algorithm) task allocation framework [24] for an
underwater robotic network. PADA works by using periodic
negotiations among neighbouring robots and requires only
local communication. Particular attention has been paid to
make the auction scheme robust to intermittent communica-
tions. This work adds the possibility to manage two kinds
of tasks, the continuous ones which never terminate and are
always available in the task pool (e.g. area surveillance) and

Fig. 1. The CMRE cooperative ASW multi-static network.

sporadic tasks, created upon the occurrence of some events
and requiring a rapid response of the network (e.g. response
to some confirmed cue of a target). A task creation chain
mechanism is also introduced. This allows the creation of
ancillary tasks to better exploit the synergies the robots can
offer to increase the flexibility of the proposed framework.
The allocation framework is now capable to manage the
different tasks which compose a complex ASW surveillance
mission.

II. MISSION TASKS

An ASW mission [1] can be decomposed in two kinds
of tasks, continuous and sporadic. Continuous tasks never
terminate while sporadic ones are created by some of the
robots when some events occur and terminate once the
triggering conditions are not true any more.

A. Continuous tasks: area surveillance tasks

An area surveillance task involves to guarantee an ade-
quate surveillance of some areas to detect possible cues of
targets. The AUVs are requested to survey some areas of
interest periodically due to the dynamic nature of the problem
(the possible intruders move). Each tasktiis associated with
a geographical areaAito survey and a fixed rectangular path
which the robots cover when allocated toti. We allow that
more than one robot can be assigned to the same task. This
violates the assumption of the classical OAP and makes our
problem more difficult. The task utilityuki, for a robotk,
rk, to perform an area surveillance taskiand used in the
auction-based MRTA algorithm is:

uik=w
i
k−c

i
k (1)

wikbeing the reward to accomplish the task as computed
byrkandc

i
k the cost associated torkto reach the path

associated toti.w
i
kis the reward the robot would have to

be assigned to the task. This quantity drives the robots to
decide on which task to bid. The costcikis a scaled distance
from the current position of therkto the closest point of the
path associated toAi
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wikis defined as:

wik=α
i
k

Ni
Nmax

Iik(t) (2)

withαik the current coverage index ofAi(a value of 0
means the area is fully surveyed) computed byrkwith its
knowledge of the other robot actions,Niis a measure of
the dimensions of the areaAiandNmax a measure of the
largest area in the tasks to allocate.Iik(t)is the urgency
index fortias computed byrk. The coverage index for
Aiis built based on the cumulative probability of detection
on the patrolled area, computed over a moving, relatively
narrow, temporal window. Large values of this quantity
means that a target, if present, will be likely detected, leading
to successful tracking and final classification. The urgency
factor,Iik(t), is introduced to quantify how urgently an area
needs to be surveyed.Iik(t)increases over time ifα

i
k is

larger than a certain pre-fixed threshold, meaning the area
is not adequately covered. It decreases, instead, if the area
is adequately surveyed by the robots. As said, these tasks
never terminate. Details on how the coverage index and the
urgency factor are computed are reported in [24].

B. Sporadic tasks: track prosecution at broadside and glint
seek

A sporadic task is created upon the occurrence of some
events. The task is then communicated to the network and the
allocation process starts. Once the condition which triggered
the task creation ceases to be valid, the task terminates and
is removed from the task pool.
In our scenario, two types of sporadic tasks are considered,

both related to the team reaction to a track that becomes con-
firmed. A track is confirmed whenever an onboard classifier
considers it as likely related to target activity [25]. In this
case, the robots modify their behaviours [1], [7] to improve
the tracking/classification performance (i.e. they prosecute
the track). Generally, no robot other than the task creator
has information about the track. Thus the task creator sends
continuously information about the track to the other robots
as it evolves over time. Each robot propagate the received
track into the future in case of missing updates from the task
creator, or updates it with the received information. Even if
complex behaviours have been used for track prosecution [7]
in CMRE trials, in this paper we consider simpler behaviours
for simplicity reasons. Abroadsidebehaviour, in which the
AUV controls its heading to keep the estimated position of
the target (as retrieved from the track) at broadside (with
the angleθ=90◦- see Fig. 2) (to increase the detection
performance) of its sensing array. The related task is named
track prosecution at broadside. A second task is produced
as ancillary to the previous one. In this second task, named
glint seek, the AUV moves at a speed greater than the cruise
velocity to reach the glint condition (see Fig. 2). If the glint
condition is reached, the AUV switches to navigate to keep
the target at broadside. Aglint seektask is produced once a
robot loses an auction for the track prosecution at broadside
and no more robots can be assigned to that task.

Fig. 2. Important angles for bistatic target strength computation.The glint
conditions which increases considerably the target strength is the specular
reflection of the acoustic wave. This happens when the bistatic aspect angle,
θb, is equal to90

◦or270◦.θbis the angle from targets heading to the
bisector of the bistatic opening angleβ. In the figure also the bearingθis
shown. Broadside condition occurs ifθ=90◦.

The utility of the two sporadic tasks for a robotrkon the
tasktiare defined asuki=−cki, withckibeing the cost
for a robotkto be allocated to taski. The cost is created
asψki+adki, whereψkiis a scaled heading angle error
(from 0 to 1) between the current robot’s heading and the
objective one,dkiis the scaled distance error (from 0 to 1)
from the current robot position to the track (in the case of the
broadside behaviour) or to the closest position on the glint
line (in the glint seek behaviour) andaa weighting factor.

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION

We assume a set ofnrobots (denotedr1,...,rn) and a set
Tofmtasks, denotedt1,...,tm. Our aim is to determine
distributed control laws to partition the robots intomgroups
of sizelkassociated to each task,tk, withk=1,...,m. The
types of tasks considered are the ones previously described.
For area surveillance tasks, we make the assumption that
each robot can only sense the area related to the surveillance
task to which is currently assigned.
The proposed problem can be formulated as to findmn

non-negative integersγij(which must be either 0 or 1,
1 meaning thatriis assigned totj), that minimise the
following group objective functionJ:

J=
m

i=1

wi+β
n

j=1

cj (3)

wherewiis the reward related toticomputed considering
the measurements of all the team robots,βis a weight factor
andcjis the cost ofrjrelative to the task which is currently
assigned to. A task allocation which minimisesJlowers the
rewards for the taskswi(task are adequately accomplished
and there is less need to execute them), using the robots with
the lowest costscj(the most suited to execute the tasks). The
minimisation being subject to:

n
jγij=1,1≤i≤m

m
iγij≤lj,1≤j≤n

CMRE Reprint Series
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Our problem is more complex than the OAP previously
described for several reasons. The second constraint allows
that up toljrobots can be assigned totj. This defines the
problem as a Multi-Robot Task (MR) problem [9], [10].
This is known in the multi-agent community as a coalition
formation problem [26].
In the case of area surveillance tasks, the group members

must survey the areasAis (reducingwis) to minimise the
group utility in (3). The areas must be surveyed according to
the required time constraints (dictated by the urgency factor
I(t)- see (2)). At the same time, the robots must reducecjs,
their cost on the currently assigned task. This means that they
must reduce the switching from one area to another which is
the major cause of the increase ofcjs in continuous tasks, or
negotiating the best allocation to the track to be prosecuted in
the case of execution of a sporadic task. One robot decides to
change the area to survey computing its reward and the cost
to reach that area: a trade-off has to be reached between task
switching and the coverage of the areas with highest rewards.
The management of sporadic tasks creates additional con-

straints, since these tasks are assumed to have the priority
of execution over the continuous ones. A quick allocation
is required for a prompt response of the network to the
occurring events.
We underline that the robots during the MRTA use approx-

imate information due to the limitations in communications.

IV. THEPERIODICAUCTIONSDISTRIBUTED
ALGORITHM(PADA)

We propose a distributed market-based MRTA algorithm,
the Periodic Auctions Distributed Algorithm (PADA), in
which robots bid periodically for task assignment. Two
slightly different auctioning systems are run in parallel,
one for continuous and one for sporadic tasks. Each robot
has aprimaryand asecondarytask for which it bids and
executes the actions related to the primary task. We make the
assumption that each robot has knowledge of the surveillance
tasks present in the system and of the maximum number of
robots which can be allocated to each task. The sporadic
tasks, instead, are created upon the occurrence of some
events. A robot commences to execute a sporadic task and
to bid for it as soon as receives information about it from
a collaborator. The aim is to guarantee a quick response of
the network.
PADA offers a distributed approximation to (3) and (4) to

be implemented on underwater vehicles. There is no presence
of a central auctioneer, typical in market-based policies.
Having a central, even if local, decision maker may be prob-
lematic in limited communications environments. The robot
selects the highest utility task to bid for and then commences
bidding for that task. Sporadic tasks, created by itself or
received from collaborator, have the priority of execution
over the continuous ones. Periodically, each robot evaluates
the bids received and a winner of the auction is awarded
(the agent with the highest bid). The robots which are not
the winners of the auction select another task to bid for and
initiate other negotiations. The assignment process consists

in a sequence of such auctions taking place locally among the
robots which can communicate with each other. The auctions
are periodic to cope with unreliable communications. When
new information from some bidders is available, it is taken
into account in the ongoing negotiation.
The task assignment is performed considering the status

and knowledge of the world attainable at the assignment time
(Instantaneous Assignment (IA) according to the taxonomy
in [9], [10]). Any situation unknown at the negotiation time
is not taken into account. However, PADA introduces means
to allow renegotiations (task reallocations) for continuous
tasks to reallocate dynamically to better achieve the group’s
objective. This is necessary to handle events which may
occur, such as changes in the number of team members,
creation of new tasks or with an evolving tactical scene
(some tasks become more important than others). PADA
also has some precautions to reduce the number of task
switches (reallocations). A trade-off between surveying the
most urgent areas and reducing the number of task switches
is sought to improve the group performance.
The same algorithm runs on each robot. At the beginning

of the mission, each robot selects the highest utility surveil-
lance task. The selected task becomes both the primary and
secondary task. The AUV then heads towards the rectangular
path relative to the selected area.
We report in Algorithm 1 the algorithm running on ri.
Messages are exchanged between the robots via the acoustic
channel. We assume that the messages contain the status
of the AUVs (e.g. the position, heading and speed) and
information about the task allocation. This includes the
primary and secondary task for which a robotrkis bidding
for, the bid values and, for the area surveillance tasks, the
urgency factor at the time of message creationtcof the
tasktjas computed by a robotrk.The information is kept
minimal to make feasible the porting of the algorithm to the
underwater scenario.
If messages from other robots are present, the Allo-

cation Table structureAT is updated by the function
UpdateAllocationTable.ATcontains all the informa-
tion regarding the vehicles and the knowledge about their
allocation to the tasks. The function stores the allocation of
a certain robot to the task in execution (both the primary and
secondary).
UpdateUrgencyFactorsupdates the urgency factors
I(t)ikfor each surveillance tasktipresent in the system with
the minimum of the received values from other assets bidding
for taskti, only if the minimum value is lower than the stored
one. A receivedI(t)lower than the current one means that
the remote asset has likely more information to compute
a more accurateI(t). Finally,StorePositionAssets
writes inATthe information about the positions of the assets.
At each ping time, as a new measurement is

made available, the robot estimates the positions
of the other vehicles using the received information
(ComputePositionAssets

CMRE Reprint Series
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Algorithm 1:PADA algorithm forri.

1ifIsMsgPresent()=truethen
2 UpdateAllocationTable();
3 UpdateUrgencyFactors();
4 StorePositionAssets();
5end
6ifIsPingTime()=truethen
7 ComputePositionAssets();
8 ComputeTaskUtilities();
9end
10ifIsAuctionResolutionTime()=trueand SecondaryTask()=continuous taskthen
11 [resultAuction,isToCheckTaskReallocation]=ResolveAuctionContinuousTasks();
12end
13ifIsAuctionResolutionTime()=trueand PrimaryTask()=sporadic taskthen
14 [resultAuction]=ResolveAuctionSporadicTasks();
15end
16[tj,tk]=SelectPrimarySecondaryTask(resultAuction,isToCheckTaskReallocation);
17ProduceMsg(tj,tk);
18UpdateWinnerTable();
19UpdateAllocationTable();
20withIsMsgPresentreturns true if any message has been received from other assets;
21IsPingTimereturns true if it is time at which a ping has been performed;
22IsAuctionResolutionTimereturns true if it is time to resolve an auction;
23SecondaryTaskreturns the secondary task for robot k;
24PrimaryTaskreturns the primary task for robot k;
25resultAuctionbeing a string stating the results of an auction;
26isToCheckTaskReallocationbeing a flag commanding to check a possible task reallocation;
27ProduceMsg(tj,tk)function producing an acoustic message to be sent to collaborators;

(ComputeTaskUtilities) using the estimated
positions/heading of the robots (and the related measurement
locations).

A. Continuous task auctions

Periodically, every robot resolves the auctions. If the sec-
ondary task is a continuous one, the negotiation is resolved
byResolveAuctionContinuousTasksfunction. The
period with which the auctions are resolved is set large
enough to increase the probability for each robot to receive
at least one bid from neighbours for the current task in
execution. The auction resolution time is different for the
two categories of tasks. For sporadic tasks, the auction time
window is smaller than that continuous task auctioning’s to
allow a quicker resolution of negotiations. The bid ofri
fortj,bijis computed as the cost with a negative sign,
that is−cij, withcijbeing the scaled distance from the
position ofrito the closest point of the racetrack associated
totj[24]. If no bids are present (onlyriis bidding on the
task),riassumes to be the winner of the auction, and returns
isToCheckTaskReallocation=1, to command a possible task
reallocation. The robot evaluates all the bids received during
the current auction time window for the tasktjin execution
onri. If there are some bids received from other nodes, we
remove from this set all the bids placed by the past winners
on auctions ontjwhich are stored in the structureW

j
i.In

this case,rithen assumes to be the winner of the auction if:

• No other bids are present (after the removal of previous
auction winners).

• rihas bid equal to the highest received bid(s) and the
robotiis less suited than the other collaborators to
execute other tasks in the pool. (higher costs to execute
the surveillance tasks not in execution). With this rule,
in case of parity during, the auction winner is the robot
which would have the highest cost to execute the other
task(s).

• rihas bid higher than the maximum received bid.

Otherwise it assumes to have lost the negotiation and
stores the id of the winner of the auction inWji. The
winners will not be considered as participants in fu-
ture auctions byrifor a certain temporal window. This
avoids contrasting results in the auction due to imper-
fect (intermittent) communications. Further details of the
ResolveAuctionContinuousTasksalgorithm can be
found in [24].

B. Sporadic task auctions

Sporadic tasks, once created and received,
becomes primary tasks (see Sec. IV-C). This triggers
the auction resolution system for sporadic tasks
ResolveAuctionSporadicTasks. The bid ofri
for the tasktj,bij

CMRE Reprint Series
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sign, that is−cij. The robot evaluates all the bids received
during the current auction time window for the tasktjin
execution onri. The robot creator of the task is always
a winner of the auction. The task creator is indeed the
only robot which has the knowledge about the task (i.e.
the track). Ifrirealises that the task creator is one of the
bidders, the task creator is added to the set of winners on
the task. In the case there are some bids received from other
nodes, we remove from this set all the bids placed by the
past winners on auctions ontjas in the auction system for
continuous tasks. In case of victory in the auction, if the
robot is the task creator or if the robot has been bidding for
the same task for a certain number of auctions, a particular
condition is set, setting the secondary equal to the primary
task. This means that the task has been “confirmed”. Robots
in this conditions are winning in auctions over others which
have their primary task not equal to the secondary. If no
bids are present, the robot assumes to be the winner of the
auction. Otherwise it evaluates the received bids. If primary
task is equal to secondary,riis the winner of the auction if:

• No bids are present produced by robots with the primary
and the secondary task equal.

• Its bid is equal to some of those transmitted by robots
with the primary and the secondary task equal, and its
id is the highest one.

• Its bid is higher than the maximum of the bids received
from robots with the primary and the secondary task
equal.

Otherwise, in the case the primary task is different from
the secondary one, the robot is the winner of the auction
if there are no bids from robots with primary equal to
secondary task and:

• Its bid is equal to the highest received bid(s) (received
from robots with the primary and the secondary task
different).

• Its bid is higher than the maximimum of the bids
eceived from robots with the primary and the secondary
task different.

Otherwise it assumes to have lost the negotiation and
stores the id of the winner of the auction inWji. As for
the auctions with the continuous tasks, the winners will not
be considered as participants in future auctions byrifor a
certain temporal window.

C. Task management

TheSelectPrimarySecondaryTaskfunction (in
Algorithm 1 at line 16) selects the primary and secondary
task in execution forri, using the results of the auctions.
Let us define the set of available tasks as computed by
robotiat timetasTai(t)={tk∈T|ωk(t)>0}where
ωk(t)is the number of robots which can still be assigned
totk at timet, given the maximum number of allocable
robotslkand the current known assigned robots. If no task is
currently under execution on the robot, the highest utility task
tj∈T

a
i(t)is selected. Let us assume that at the mission start

no sporadic task is present in the task pool. The highest utility

Fig. 3. Example of one auction including one sporadic task. The events of
the auction are reported together with the primary and secondary task for
each of the four robots involved. The continuous area surveillance tasks,
A1andA2, and the track prosecution in the example can be allocated to a
maximum of two robots. The track prosecution has associated an ancillary
glint seek task, which can be allocated to only one robot.

surveillancetjtask is therefore selectedboth as primary and
as secondary task.
Then, the auctioning system influences the task in execu-

tion on the robot. If an auction is won ontj,tjcontinues
to be the task in execution, both primary and secondary. If
riloses the auction or if the bid ofriis the only one fortj
(isToCheckTaskReallocation=1) (no other bids are received
from other agents) a possible new task is sought. The use of
the flagisToCheckTaskReallocationprovides the opportunity
to a robot which is the only one assigned to a certaintjto
evaluate a possible reallocation strategy. The robot excludes
from the selection of a new task to bid for the taskstkfor
which it knows that they are assigned to a number of robots
greater thanlk. The tasktk∈T

a
i(t)with the highest utility

uikis selected. Iftkis different from the task currently in
executiontj, it becomes the new primary and secondary task
only if its utilityuik>uij+ηr, withηrbeing a reallocation
threshold.

Sporadic tasks

As visible in Algorithm 1 where the variableresultAuction
is overwritten, the results of auctions on sporadic tasks have
priority of execution over those of negotiations on continuous
tasks. If one robot creates a sporadic taskts, it sets itboth
as primary and secondary task. The robot then announces
it to the other robots of the network and executes it. The
robots which receive the task (within a certain triggering
distance from the track) change theirprimary tasktots.
From that moment on, auctions will be executed also on the
sporadic task as previously described. One robot havingts
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as
its primary task and an area surveillance as secondary one is
in a transition state until the sporadic task is definitely “con-
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firmed”. The sporadic task becomes confirmed if a certain
number of auctions have passed with the robot continuing
bidding for it.
In the caseriloses an auction fortsandtscan produce an
ancillary tasktas, the robot createst

a
sand sets it as primary

task and commences to bid for it as a new sporadic task.
Otherwise, if no ancillary task are produced bytsor if the
sporadic task ends, the robot selects the next task from the
pool. If sporadic tasks are present, it selects the highest utility
one as its primary task while selecting the highest utility
continuous task as secondary. In case no sporadic tasks are
presents, the highest utility continuous task is set both as
primary and secondary.
After the management of the task in execution, the acoustic

message with the new bid(s) is created (ProduceMsg). The
structure containing the winners for all the tasks,Wi, is then
updated removing, for each task, the robots which have not
resulted as winners in auctions for that task for a certain
amount of time (UpdateWinnerTable). A robot is also
removed as assigned to a task from the allocation tableAT
if no information has been received about that assignment
for some time (UpdateAllocationTable). This allows
to negotiate again a task after some time to better adapt the
general team allocation as the tactical scenario evolves.
Givennrobots, each implementing the PADA algorithm,

the team is always guaranteed to reach a feasible assignment
to the tasks. By assuming perfect communications, the al-
gorithm reaches a feasible assignment afternauctions, in
the worst case scenario. Assume there arentasks, with
each one havingli=1. Without loss of generality, we
consider that thenrobots start bidding for the first task. The
PADA algorithm assumes that one of the robot is recognised
by the team as the winner at each auction. The remaining
n−1robots bid for the second task and a new winner is
declared. Proceeding in this way, afternauctions each robot
is assigned to one task.

Example of auction

In Fig. 3 we report a diagram of an auction involving
a sporadic task and four robots. The continuous tasks and
the track prosecution task in the example can be allocated
to a maximum of two robots. In the diagram,A1andA2
are two generic area surveillance tasks. The track prose-
cution has associated an ancillary glint seek task which
can be allocated to a single robot. AUV A confirms a
track and switches both its primary and secondary task
atT1Broadside and manoeuvres to keep the target at
broadside. Then, it announces the task to the team. The other
robots receive the announcement, and switch their primary
task toT1Broadside. All of them change their behaviour
to move the target at broadside and bid for the task. AUV
C is the winner of the auction since it has the lowest cost
for the task. SinceT1Broadsidecan be allocated to a
maximum number of two robots, AUV B and AUV D needs
to change the task to execute and they createT1Glintseek,
the ancillary task ofT1Broadside. They bid for that task
and navigate to reach a position favourable to detect the

target glint. AUV C after some time confirmsT1Broadside
and its secondary task is set toT1Broadside. At time 5,
finally, AUV B wins the auction and AUV D changes task in
execution setting back both its primary and secondary task
to A2.

V. RESULTS

Matlab (©MathWorks) simulations were carried out to
evaluate the algorithm’s performance and to study how
changes in its parameters can influence the overall team’s
behaviour. In particular, we were interested to study the
effect of the communications quality on the allocation per-
formance. An ASW network with characteristics similar to
CMRE’s (see Fig. 1) was simulated in different scenarios.
Communications are simulated in a realistic way taking into
account packet loss and a Time-Division Multiple Access
(TDMA) channel access method [15] is used. A detailed
qualitative and quantitative analysis of task allocation with
area surveillance tasks is reported in [24]. We focus in this
work on simulations which investigate the performance of
PADA when sporadic tasks are injected in the task pool.
Four mobile robots, acting as receivers in a multi-static ASW
network, were considered in the reported simulations.
Two area surveillance tasks are present in the task pool:t1
related to the more southern area,A1, whilet2related to an
areaA2located in the north-west part of the operational area.
Both tasks have the same parameters in terms of coverage
index and urgency factor, butA1is larger thanA2. This
implies thatA1requires a survey more accurate thanA2to
reach the mission objectives. Both tasks can be simultane-
ously executed by a maximum of two vehicles. The related
areas are associated with two rectangular path patterns. A
robot, after selecting one surveillance task to execute, moves
at its cruise speed to the associated path and then covers it
until the task in execution is changed. At a certain time, one
of the robots confirms a track as likely related to the target.
Atrack prosecution at broadsidetask is then created and
announced to the team together with information related to
the confirmed track. The network reacts to it and allocates
the best suited robots to the track prosecution. Also the
ancillaryglint seektask is created. Two different acoustic
communications conditions were investigated:

• Scenario 1 - perfect communications.
•

CMRE Reprint Series

Scenario 2 - 40% of message transmission success rate
up to 3 km of range between the communicating assets.
Then the success rate decreases linearly up to 10% at a
6 km range.

The parameters used for this simulation session are reported
in Tab. I. One of the key point in handling the sporadic
tasks is a quick response of the network. For this reason the
auction period is reduced for the auctions regarding sporadic
tasks, to allow a faster allocation.
A typical simulation with perfect communications is de-

scribed in the following. The task allocation of the team
robots during this simulation is shown in Fig. 6, both for the
primary and for the secondary tasks. The AUVs commence
their mission at the positions visibile in Fig. 4 (left). They
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Fig. 4. (Left) Scenario 1 - situation of the assets at mission time 80 s. The acoustic source considered at a fixed position is indicated by a red square.
RX2is announcing thetrack prosecution at broadsidetask to the network. The two areas to survey,A1to the south andA2to the north, are visibile. The
colour is related to the cumulative probability of detection computed by the robots assigned to the survey. The black line in the more northern area is the
track confirmed by the on board tracker ofRX1. (Right) Scenario 1 - situation of the assets at mission time 280 s.RX2is reaching the glint location.

TABLE I

PARAMETERS USED FOR THE SIMULATIONS.

Parameter Value Notes
Parameters related to the assets

Used robots 4
Robot cruise speed [m/s] 1
Robot glint seek speed
[m/s]

3

Target speed [m/s] 3
PRI [s] 20 Pulse Repetition In-

terval
Parameters related to the acoustic communications

Time-slot for each asset
[s]

6.5 5 s to send messages

TDMA frame length [s] 46
Parameters related to the auction

Auction resolution period
periodic [s]

230 auction resolution
period- 5 TDMA
frames

Auction resolution period
sporadic [s]

92 auction resolution
period - 2 TDMA
frames

Parameters related to the tasks
Number of tasks 4 2 area surveillance

tasks, one track
prosecution broadside
and one ancillary
glint seek

lkfor periodic tasks 2 Maximum number of
vehicles which can be
assigned totk

lk for track prosecution
broadside

2

lkfor glint seek 1

select the surveillance tasks:RX1,RX2andRX3selectt1,
andRX4choosest2. A target moving (the black thick line
in Fig. 4) to the south is detected inA2area and a track is
created by the tracker on boardRX1. The track, named track
57 by the system, is confirmed as likely related to the target.
RX1creates atrack prosecution at broadsidetask for track
57 (t3), and announces it to the network together with the
related information about the track. The other robots receive
the task and select it as their primary task (see Fig. 6). They
begin to bid for the task and manoeuvre to keep the target at

broadside of their array. At the first auction resolution,RX4
results the winner (RX1does not participate being the task
creator).RX3andRX2, since there are two allocated robots
to the task (RX1andRX4), create aglint seektask (t4) for
track 57 and bid for that (see Fig. 6 at 92 s of mission time).
At the same time, they move towards the closest point on
the line which offers the possibility to detect the glint, that
is the specular reflection from the target.

In the following auction,RX3loses an auction for theglint
seektask and comes back to survey areaA2(see Fig. 6 at
184 s of simulation time).RX2continues to move towards
the glint line. The glint line moves rapidly towardsRX2due
to movement of the target towards south. This can be seen
in Fig. 4 (right) where the situation at simulation time 280
s is described.

Then, the target turns towards the south-east. This changes
immediately the area of where the glint can be detected (see
the red diamond in Fig. 5). This shows how difficult is for
the ASW network to reach a position to detect the glint. The
large variation in space of the glint locations suggest, for the
surveillance network, to increase the number of its sensing
nodes to create more opportunities of glint detections.

Finally, when the track breaks, each team robot selects an
area to survey coming back to auctions on continuous tasks.

The task allocation of the robots during a simulation in
the Scenario 2 is shown in Fig. 7, both for their primary and
secondary task. In this case, the degraded communications
performance create a delay in the response of the network
to the track announcement. However, the network is capable
of responding to the the situation. As can be seen in Fig. 7,
RX1is the first to change its primary task since it creates
the track prosecution task related to track 57. Differently
from the case with perfect communications, in which all the
other robots react to the announce (see the switch of the
three robots tot3at◦40 s in Fig. 6), in this case only
RX4receives the task announcement oft3.RX2receives
the announcement of the task later and finallyRX4
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Fig. 5. Scenario 1 - situation of the assets at mission time 760 s. The
turning of the track to south-east moves immediately the glint to a different
area of the region (see the red diamond).

it. Despite these delays, the allocation is correctly performed
by the network, withRX1andRX4assigned to thetrack
prosecution at broadsideandRX2allocated to theglint seek
task.

VI. CONCLUSION

We described PADA, a market-based policy for task
allocation specifically designed for environments charac-
terised by unreliable, intermittent communications, such as
the underwater one. The algorithm works in a completely
distributed way and, through periodic auctions, sequentially
allocates the robots to the tasks. It is based on negotiations
among neighbouring robots and requires only local commu-
nication, with no need for a central auctioneer. The algo-
rithm waits for messages for several TDMA frames before
making a decision. These features increase the robustness
to poor communications. The task allocation policy takes
into account task reallocations to better adapt to the evolving
conditions.
We extended our previous work [24] introducing the pos-

sibility to handle two kinds of tasks, the so-called continuous
tasks which never terminate and remain always available in
the task pool and sporadic ones, created upon the occurrence
of an event, and that requires a rapid network response. We
considered as a case study an ASW robotic surveillance
network in which AUVs operate as autonomous, mobile
receivers in a multi-static sonar system. The ASW mission is
decomposed in continuous tasks, that is surveillance of areas
of interest, and in sporadic tasks created whenever a track
produced by an on board tracker algorithm is considered
as likely related to a target. The areas of interest have to
be surveyed periodically by the robots due to the dynamic
nature of the problem (targets move) and a specific utility was
designed [24]. When a cue of the target is detected, the AUVs
have to react rapidly adapting their navigation to increase
the tracking performance for a final target classification.
To enable cooperative strategies more than one robot can
be allocated to each task. This possibility increases the
mathematical difficulty of the assignment problem making
it a coalition formation problem [9].
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(a) Task allocation (primary tasks)-Scenario 1 with sporadic tasks.
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(b) Task allocation (secondary tasks)-Scenario 1 with sporadic
tasks.

Fig. 6. Task allocation (primary (a) and secondary (b) task) in the Scenario
1 (perfect communications) with sporadic tasks. Task with id 1,t1, is the
area surveillance for the most southern area,t2is the area surveillance task
for the other region of interest.t3is the track prosecution at broadside task
for track 57 andt4is the glint seek task for the same track.t4is an ancillary
task oft3.
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The proposed algorithm was tested in non-trivial Matlab
simulations. In this paper we reported results from alloca-
tions with sporadic tasks produced by some robots. Results
demonstrate that the proposed framework can manage the
task allocation, providing a quick response to the occurred
events even when communications are degraded.

The capability to handle both continuous and sporadic
tasks in the allocation offers the possibility to manage the
tasks of different nature that compose a complex ASW
mission. Future work will expand the framework introducing
communications and localisation optimisation tasks. These
kinds of tasks can either be managed as continuous or as
sporadic tasks (e.g. ancillary of a task prosecution task)
considered the current tactical scene.

We will also further investigate situations in which one
robot cannot communicate with other nodes at all for long
time. Increasing the scheme robustness in these extreme
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(a) Task allocation (primary tasks)-Scenario 2 with sporadic tasks.
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(b) Task allocation (secondary tasks)-Scenario 2 with sporadic
tasks.

Fig. 7. Task allocation (primary (a) and secondary (b) task) in the Scenario
2 (degraded communications) with sporadic tasks. Task with id 1,t1,isthe
area surveillance for the most southern area,t2is the area surveillance task
for the other region of interest.t3is the track prosecution at broadside task
for track 57 andt4is the glint seek task for the same track.t4is an ancillary
task oft3.

conditions is indeed a strict requirement before its fully use
at sea in the CMRE network.
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